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• Affordable STI Screening/Testing
• Pregnancy Tests
• Limited Obstetrical Ultrasound
• Client Advocates

1950 Doctor’s Park Drive, Suite B,
Columbus, IN 47203

(812) 418-3230
All services are confidential

All Services are Free and Confidential!

Six Convenient Locations to Serve You

2420 E. 7th St. 
Columbus, IN 47201 
812-378-4730

304 Norris Ave.
North Vernon, IN 47265
812-346-0888

1750 State Rd. E 46 
Nashville, IN 47448
812-988-4500

2410 E. State Rd. 44 
Shelbyville, IN 46176 
317-398-4567

325 N. Walnut St., Ste C
Seymour, IN 47274
812-524-1900

920 Kathy’s Way Ste G
Greensburg, IN  47240
812-222-0367

• Pregnancy Tests
• Client Advocates 
• Limited Obstetrical Ultrasounds
• Options Education

• Post Abortion Support
• Community Referrals
• Adoption Information
• Material Assistance

www.claritycares.org

© 2021. No part of this book may be reproduced or transmitted in any form or by any means, electronic 
or mechanical, including photocopying, recording, or by any information storage and retrieval system, 

without permission in writing from Clarity of South Central Indiana, Columbus, Indiana.
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www.idecideforme.com

1-866-510-5067

Sexual Risk Avoidance (SRA) Education uses facts, data and real life to 
empower teens to avoid risky sexual behaviors and consequences.

Scan this QR code to go to 
our website and visit our 

virtual question box.

@idfmclarity
Follow Us On Instagram:

GOT QUESTIONS?

Most teens are not having sex. 1



Healthy Relationships
Healthy Relationships are based on equality & respect.  You 

make decisions together and can openly discuss whatever 
you’re dealing with, like relationship problems and boundaries.  

You enjoy spending time together but can be happy apart. 1

Every person is valuable and worth protecting and respecting.2



I am my own 
gatekeeper

Unhealthy Relationships
 Relationship Abuse is any type of controlling, abusive, or aggressive  

behavior that takes place in a relationship.  It can be verbal, 
emotional, psychological, physical, and/or sexual.  Relationship abuse 

can happen in romantic relationships or relationships with friends.

You Matter

2

Every person is valuable and worth protecting and respecting. 3



Sex, or sexual activity, includes physical contact 
between individuals involving intimate/private areas 
of the body that can potentially result in pregnancy, 

STDs/STIs and/or emotional harm.

Sexual Abstinence: Choosing to refrain from all sexual 
activity, including genital contact or sexual stimulation.

Secondary Abstinence: A new/fresh commitment 
to choose to save all sexual activity from any point 
forward.

Intimacy: Close familiarity or friendship.

What is Sex?

Consent: Permission for something to happen or 
agreement to do something.

3
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All people deserve factual and truthful 
information regarding sexual activity.4



You are unique! You are unique! 

Label the areas that 
complete each part of 

the whole person.

Just like your thumb print, you are one of a kind! 

Human beings are more than just physical. They are 
also emotional, mental, social, and ethical beings. 5



Messed Up?”
“Is My Life Too

Physically

Emotionally

Ethically

Mentally

Socially

Sometimes, people who have made unhealthy 
decisions feel as if they are too far gone to ever make 

healthy choices again. Have you ever felt this way?

Listen to the story and determine how 
the person’s situation affects their health 

in every area of their whole person.

How is this person affected in each 
area of their whole person circle?

Sexual activity affects a person mentally, socially, ethically and 
emotionally, as well as increases the risks of physical consequences.6



Physically

Emotionally

Ethically

Mentally

Socially

Austin’s Story

     Austin met Julia freshman year of high school. She was popular and 
beautiful. He liked that about her. He was shy and still trying to figure high 
school out. They quickly struck up a friendship, snapping each other often and 
talking through Instagram. He loved how she made him feel. She told him he was 
mysterious, cute, and not like anyone she had ever met. They eventually started 
dating and things became physical quickly. She sent him nudes of herself through 
Snapchat and asked that he do the same. Austin was not comfortable with this. Up 
to that point, he had never even kissed a girl. She continued to ask him if he liked 
the pictures she sent him. Julia said if he did like the pictures, he should show her.

                   Every time they were together, Julia wanted Austin to show his love 
for her by having sex with her. When he asked her to stop touching 

him, she continued. Austin was so confused. He really loved her and 
loved the attention he got from Julia. He was just not quite sure he was 

ready for a sexual relationship. He had big plans to be an engineer one day, 
and he couldn’t imagine how a pregnancy could affect his future. Every time 
he wanted to end the relationship because he was uncomfortable, 
Julia cried and said she loved him, she couldn’t live without him, and 
promised she would stop trying to have sex with him.

All people have value and worth! 7



Choosing a Healthy Life Requires Healthy Relationships With

• An adult making healthy choices and independent decisions
• An adult you are able to spend time with on a regular basis 

who has your best interest at heart

• What would you try if you knew that you could not fail?
• What do you wish you knew more about?
• What is one place you would like to visit if cost were not an issue?
• What should I do if I feel uncomfortable with someone?
• What are our/your values regarding sex?
• 

A Go-To or Trusted Adult Must Be:

Name two Go-To Adults you have identified in your life:

WHATWHAT  questions do I want to ask my Go-To Adult?

Plan when you will have one-on-one time to talk to your Go-To Adult.

, am worth protecting and respecting.
your name here

Write your own question for your Go-To Adult here.

I deserve open and honest conversations about important health issues.

I,

WHEN/WHEREWHEN/WHERE

WHYWHY

TRUSTED, GO-TO ADULTS

WHOWHO

WHOWHO

1.1. 2.2.

IS HELPING ME GET THERE?

DO I WANT IT TO BE?
DO I WANT IT TO BE?

It is important to talk to parents or Go-To Adults about sex.8
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Please

when you“I feel

List unhealthy things that 
boundaries protect us from:

Drug Use, Alcohol, Pornography,Saying “no” is a gift to 
myself and to others.

,

Mind, Emotions, Body, Values, Relationships

Boundaries Protect Our...

The Gift of “No”

Boundary: A point, limit, or line that 
indicates where two things are different

A boundary is like a fence 
around me, with a gate that 

allows good things in and 
keeps bad things out. 

I am my own gatekeeper. I 
decide what is allowed inside 

of the boundary and what 
must stay outside of it.

Assertive Language

HEALTHY 
BOUNDARIES

Choosing a Healthy Life Requires Setting

Because I value me, boundaries are key. 9



Ethical Boundaries
Choosing a Healthy Life Requires Setting Healthy

Preserve 
Life

Do 
Good

Disrespecting
Others

Ignoring
Justice

Be
Honest

Be
Discreet

Not Keeping
Promises

Harmful
Actions

“It’s not hard to make 
decisions when you know 

what your values are.”

Saying “No” is a gift to myself and to others

The Gift of “No”

Ethical Boundaries: 
Principles of right and 

wrong

Roy Disney

Guiding 
Principles of 

Ethics

RIGHT

WRONG

8

Sexual Activity should always include consent.10



PARENTS

How I Want to be Treated How I Will Treat Others

SIBLINGS

SCHOOL/
FRIENDS

DATING

R-E-S-P-E-C-T
Treating Others the Way You Want to be Treated

9

My boundaries are worth respecting. 11



Physical Boundaries
Choosing a Healthy Life Requires Setting Healthy

  

It is important to set boundaries ahead of time 
when showing romantic physical affection.  Anyone 

who respects you will respect your boundaries..

At what level do you hope 
your future spouse will draw 

his/her physical boundary 
while dating?

Saying “no” is easier 
when your boundaries 
are set ahead of time.

What would be a good 
physical boundary for 
you to set during your 

dating years?

*Sexual activity includes all 
actions intended to sexually 

arouse or gratify.

THE GIFT OF “NO”

COMPLETE THE LINE

Your 

actions 

today 

help you 

practice 

being 

faithful in 

the future.

Attraction Getting 
to Know 

Someone

Holding 
Hands

Kissing

*Intimate 
Touching 

*Sexual
Activity

Physical boundaries regarding sexual activity should be set ahead 
of time. Sexual Activity is positive and healthy in a faithful marriage.12



Sexual Exposure Chart
The more sexual partners a person has, the higher 

their risk of being infected with an STD or STI

* Assuming your partner has had the same number of sexual partners as you.

The teen birth rate in the United States is higher than in other Western, industrialized 
countries.

171,674 babies were born to women aged 15-19 years in 2019.  An average of 470 girls give 
birth every day in America.  That is an average of 20 girls giving birth every hour in America.

Approximately 26 million new STIs occured in the United States in the year 2018; almost 
half of them among young people ages 15-24.

Nearly 68 million people are currently living with an STD in the U.S.

The CDC estimates that undiagnosed and untreated STDs cause more than 20,000 women 
in the U.S. each year to become infertile.

Sexual Activity is a Gamble
Pregnancy

Sexually Transmitted Infections

The surest way to prevent pregnancy and STDs/STIs is abstinence.

10

11

12

13

14

15

Choosing to be sexually active even once could result in pregnancy or 
an STD/STI. Abstinence before marriage is the healthiest choice.

13



Mental Boundaries
Choosing a Healthy Life Requires Setting Healthy

Where you spend your time feeds your mind.

Put a check by the items that you spend the most time 
doing. The activities listed in WHITE help you build positive 

character and keep your mind focused in healthy directions.

Total White Total Red

By the Media... Any media leading one to believe most teens are sexually active is 
misleading. Data proves that most teens are not sexually active.

By Pornography... Any media meant to sexually arouse steals purity from your mind.

By Drugs and Alcohol... Any substance that can change the way you think may 
cause you to lack the control needed to make healthy choices.

Are You Being Manipulated?
Manipulate: To take control or influence

Most media is meant for entertainment, and does not 
give factual information about the consequences of sex.14



Pornography: Any media that is viewed for 
the purpose of sexual excitement.

• 90% of 8 to 16-year-olds have viewed porn 
online.

• 75% of online viewers of pornography are 
male and 30% are female.

Addiction:  A compulsive, 
abnormal dependence on a 
substance or on a behavior.

Viewing pornography releases the same chemicals in the brain as other 
addictive substances, such as drugs and alcohol, causing addictive 

behavior. When fantasy becomes your reality, reality lets you down.

Tips for Dealing With Pornography

1. Remember that seconds matter. Look away!
2. Confide in a trusted adult.
3. Remember: YOU are in control of your 

thoughts.

17

16

18

19

Viewing pornography steals from the purity of the mind. 
Protect your mind and body by avoiding addictive behaviors.

15



Social Boundaries
Social: Relating to Others

Relationship: The state of being connected

“I will set relationship boundaries.”

“I will set social media boundaries.”

Social Media: Websites and other online means of communication

• ADD only friends you know, like, and trust. How 
many friends do you have on social media that 
you trust?

• LIMIT the amount of time you spend on your 
phone and computer. Your Go-To Adult can help 
keep you accountable.

• NEVER POST private or personal information on 
the internet!

• RECOGNIZE what you do not want to see, hear, or do. 
What is off limits to you?

• VERBALIZE to your peers what you do not want to see, 
hear or do. Complete the following statements:

“I feel                               when you                                        .
Please                                                                                      .”

• TAKE ACTION! Make decisions according to how your 
peers react to your boundaries. If a friend ignores your 
boundaries, what will you do?

Keep Disrespectful Friends

Quit Hanging Out With Them

Tell Them I Feel Disrespected

 Do you determine your value based on the           or            button?

Saying “no”protects me and others. Personal and 
private information should never be shared online.

16



Emotional Boundaries

Emotion: A state of feeling which drives behavior
“It is important for me to identify my feelings.”

Read the text and answer the following:

Label the six core emotions: Sadness, Anger, Joy, Fear, Surprise, and Disgust

Emotions are good indicators of how we feel, but they don’t have to dictate how we respond.

1. Underline the boundary stated.

2. Circle the compromise.

3. Was the boundary respected?
4. What would you say?

“I feel

when you .

.”Please

5. Who should this situation be discussed with?

Friends

Go-To Adults

Yes No

I can control how I respond to my emotions and the emotions of others. 17



HEALTHY 
CHOICES

Sexual Abstinence
Choosing to refrain from all 

sexual activity.

There is a predictable path to a healthy future. 20

Sexually active teens can choose secondary abstinence.18



UNHEALTHY 
CHOICES

Sexual Activity

No matter your past decisions, 
you always have an opportunity 

to turn around. Start making 
healthy choices today!

Physical contact between individuals 
involving intimate/private areas of the body 

that can potentially result in pregnancy, 
STDs/STIs and/or emotional harm.

It all depends on making healthy choices today! 

Sexually active teens can choose secondary abstinence. Making healthy choices today directs your path to a healthy future. 19



My Physical Boundaries

My Emotional Boundaries

My Mental Boundaries

My Ethical Boundaries

My Social Boundaries

How Will You BUILD 
Your BOUNDARIES?

20



Date:

Signature:

REMEMBER: Never let your past dictate your future. If you’ve had sex in the past, you can 
have a fresh start today. To gain the advantages of abstinence, make a commitment to 

yourself now not to have sex again until you are married. You are worth it!

How cool would it be to receive a hand-written letter on your wedding day from 
your fiancé letting you know that he/she was thinking of you far before you ever met? 

Here’s your chance to write a letter to your future spouse.

I make a commitment/recommitment today to myself, my 
family, my future spouse AND my future children that I will live 
a lifestyle of sexual integrity from this day forward. I choose to 

wait until I am married before I have sex.

To My Future Spouse,

21



The I Decide For Me+ curriculum meets the following Indiana Academic 
Standards for Health and Wellness for Grades 6-8

20-30-5-13 Instruction on Human Sexuality or Sexually Transmitted Diseases

81.1-8.1.2, 8.1.4-8.1.8, 8.2.1-8.2.9,8.3.2, 8.3.4, 8.4.1-8.4.7, 8.4.9, 
8.5.1-8.5.6, 8.6.1-8.6.3, 8.6.5-8.6.7, 8.7.1, 8.7.3-8.7.5, 8.8.1, 8.8.4, 8.8.7

Core Health Concepts

Sec. 13. Throughout instruction on human sexuality or sexually transmitted diseases, an accredited 
school shall:

(1) require a teacher to teach abstinence from sexual activity outside of marriage as the expected 
standard for all school age children;

(2) include in the instruction that abstinence from sexual activity is the only certain way to avoid 
out-of-wedlock pregnancy, sexually transmitted diseases, and other associated health problems; 
and

(3) include in the instruction that the best way to avoid sexually transmitted diseases and other 
associated health problems is to establish a mutually faithful monogamous relationship in the 
context of marriage. For more information: 

 https://www.doe.in.gov/standards/health-and-wellness 

RESOURCES

22
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official views of the Department of Health and Human Services, Administration for Children and Families.
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